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1 PURPOSE. This advisory circular establishes an acceptable ws, but not 
tie only means, of obtaining airworthiness approval of an mga/Very mw 
Frequency (VLF) navigation system for use under VFR (visual flight rules) and 
IFR (instrument flight rules) within the conterminous United States, Alaska, and 
surrounding United States waters. Like all advisory material, this advisory 
circular is not, in itself, mndatory and does not constitute a regulation. It 
is issued for guidance purposes and to outline one method of compliance with 
aimrthiness requirements. As such, the terms "shall" and "must1 used in this 
advisory circular pertain to an applicant who chooses to follow the method 
presented. The guidelines provided in this advisory circular supersede those of 
AC 90045A, Approval of Area Navigation Systems for Use in the U.S.:National 
Airspace System, for ma/VLF navigation equipt. 2. 

2 CANCELLATION. 
canceled. 

Advisory Circular (AC) 200lOlB, dated December 1, 1980, is 

3 
and 

RELATEDFAR. Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Parts 23, 25, 27, 29, 43, 
91 0 

4 0 RELATEDREADINGMA!TERIALS, 

a. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)/Technical Standard Order (TSO) 
C94a, Qnega Receiving Equipment Qxrating Within the Radio Frequency Range 10.2 
to 13.6 Kilohertz, and TSO C120, Airborne Area Navigation Equipment Using 
ma/VLF Inputs. Copies nay be obtained from the Deparmt of Transportation, 
FAA, Aircraft Certification Service, Aircraft Engineering Division (AIR-1201, 
800 Independence Avenue, SW., mshington, DC 20591. 

b Radio Technical Cammission for Aeronautics (RICA), Document No. 
E?TCA&6OB, Environmental Conditions and Test Procedures for Airborne 
Quipment, lBcument No. RX@&164A, Airborne &ga Receiving Equipnt, 
bcu.ment No. RTCA/DO-178A, Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and 
EQuipnt Certification, and writ No. RICA/DO-190, Minimum Operational 
Performance Standards for Airborne Area Navigation Equipment using Omega/vr;F 
Inputs. Ccpies may be purchased from RTCA Secretariat, One McPherson Square, 
Suite 500, 1425 K Street, WV., Wshington, DC 20005. 

c. Advisory Circular 90-82, Random Area Navigation Routes. Copies may be 
obtained fromthe Department of Transportation, Utilization and Storage Section, 
M-443.2, Washington, DC 20590. 
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d. Advisory Circular 27-1, Certification of Normal Category Rotorcraft. 
This documnt should be referenced to determine if considerations beyond those 
contained in this advisory circular are necessary when installing an W/W 
navigation system in a nom1 category rotorcraft. If necessary, AC 27-1 will 
address those item peculiar to rotorcraft installations. Copies my be ordered 
from: Superintendent of mcuments, U.S. Govermt Printing Off-ice, FJashington, 
DC 20402, or from any of the Government Printing Office bookstores located in 
major cities throughout the United States, Identify the publication as AC 27-1, 
Certification of Norm1 Category Rotorcraft, Stock Number 050-007-00708-6. 

e. Advisory Circular 29-2, Certification of Transport Category Rotorcraft. 
This document should be referenced to determine if considerations beyond those 
contained in this advisory circular are necessary when installing an Omega/VL,F 
navigation system in a transport category rotorcraft. If necessary, AC 29-2 
will address those it- peculiar to rotorcraft installations. 

5.BxKGR0UND. 

a. System Description: Omega is a radio navigation system which uses low 
frequency, precisely timed pulsed signals from eight round transmitting stations 
sL&ed thou&r& of miles apart around the mrld. The VW commications system 
is comprised of a series of high power very low frequency transmitters 
comprising the U.S. Naval VLF Telecmmn ications Network. Omega stitions 
transmit in a very precise phase stable format and are synchronized with each ' 
other using atomic clocks. The VW signals are transmitted similarly, hover, 
are not synchronized with each other as with Vega signals. Position data is 
derived by measuring the phase changes of signals being received. The system 
solves the continuously changing georrretry problem and converts the phase changes 
being measured fram several stations into distance and direction of rrw>vement 
since the last phase meilsurmts were taken. The increTllenta1 changes in 
distance and direction are continuously combined with previously calculated 
positions to determine the present position. Navigation values such as distance 
and bearing to a waypoint are computed from the aircraft latitude/longitude and 
the location of the waypoint. Course guidance is generally provided as a linear 
deviation from the desired track of a great circle course. The desired course 
my be pilot selectable or my be determined by the navigation computer by 
cqutations based on the locations of succesive waypoints. 

b . System Availability and Reliability. 

(1) The Ortega station netmrk was created solely for the purpose of 
providing long-range navigation. &ega system status itiomtion is available 
on a telephone recording fram U.S. Naval Observatory, telephone (703) 866-3801. 
-a status -sages are also broadcast by the Esational Bureau of Standards on 
stations WWV and WWH at 16 minutes wt each hour (WWV) and 47 minutes past 
each hour MWVEiL 

(2) Unlike the ddicated Cxrrega netmrk, the VW -ications system 
operated by the U.S. Navy is hot primarily intended for navigation use. The 
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mvy my shut stations down, add new stations, change frequencies, etc., with no 
advancewarning. Information on current W system status is not published for 
the aviation user. 

(3) The Omga/VLF navigation system, while it my use VLF mmmmications 
stations to supplmt and enhance the ma system (increase'areas of coverage, 
irrprove performance, etc.), should be capable of accurate navigation using Wga 
signals alone. 

c. Omega Position Errors. The accuracy of Omega/VLF navigation can 'be 
degraded by errors due to phase disturbances of the signals as they propagate 
from the station to the aircraft, improper mdeling of the signal propagation 
changes caused by diurnal shift, errors due to poor station/aircraft geometry, 
surface conductivity, etc. 

d. General Operational Limitations. 

(1) En Route National Airspace System (NAS) Use. An Qmqa/VLF system 
my be approved for en route navigation VFR or IFR within the conterminous 
United States and Alaska. Other navigation equipnt (i.e., Very High Frequency 
Range (WR), distance measuring equipmnt (IIMEjf tactical air navigation 
(Tm)) appropriate to the ground facilities along the intended route to be 
flown shouldbe installedandoperable. 

(2) Terminal and Approach Use in the NAS. An ma/VW .system my not 
be approved for terminal and approach operations. 

(3) IFR kvigation EQuipment. Aircraft employing Qrqa/VLF for IFR 
navigation should also be equipped with an approved alternate means of 
navigation. 

6 . DEFINITIONS. 

a. En mute Operations. En route operations are those flight phases con- 
ducted on charted WR routes designated as high or low altitude routes (Jet or 
Victor), direct point-to-point operations between defined waypoints, or along 
great circle routes as descriw in AC 90-82. 

b, Precipitation Static (P-Static). P-static is electromagnetic noise gen- 
erated by the dissipation of an electrical charge from an aircraft into the 
atmsphere. The aircraft becorcles charged by flight through particles suspended 
in the atmsphere such as dust, ice, rain, or sno&. Unprotected aircraft my 
create so much noise that the Qqa/VLF receiver can no longer detect the 
transmitted signal. 

c. Synchronization. Synchronization is the process of determining which 
Qnega station transmits which segmnt of the Qxga format at a specific tim. 

7 AIRKMIXINESS ~NSIDERATIONS. Orrega/VLF navigation system have been certi- 
ficated for VFR and IFR use as an area navigation system for en route navigation 
in the NAS. This paragraph establishes acceptable criteria for Omga/VLF - 
system, 
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(1) Flightcrew Inputs of: m.------ - - - - - -- 
(i) Aircraft present position in terms of latitude and longitude to 

at least the nearest 0.1 minute. 

(ii) At least three (for to-from equip&) or four (for to-to 
equipment) mypoint positions in ternrrs of latitude and longitude to at least the 
nearest 0.3, minute. 

(iii) A means to confirm correctness of input data prior to 
utilization of the new data by the system. 

(iv) A "direct to" function to define a route segment from present 
position to any waypoint. 

(VI The capability for operator deselection and reselection of any 
station or combination of stations. 

(vi) A mns for mnual update of system position by the pilot to 
permit insertion of a known present position. 

(21 The S tern Disola fi 
Information and Should Provide: 

(i) Present position in te- of latitude and longitude to at least 
the nearest 0.1 minute and in terms of magnetic bearing and distance to or from 
a waypoint to the nearest 0,l nautical mile (ti) (distance to the nearest 1.0 
rxni is acceptable for equipment previously approved under TSO% C94 and C94a) 
and nearest degree. Distances of at least 260 nmi should be capable of being 
displayed, but distances greater than 99.9 nmi need only be displayed to the 
nearest nautical mile. 

(ii) Waypoint position designation in terrors of latitude and longitude 
to at least the nearest 0.1 minute or in texms of rrragnetic bearing and distance 
from present position or another waypoint. Way;?oint designation in term of 
magnetic bearing and distance should 'be to the nearest degree of bearing and to 
at least 0.1 nmi for distances up to 100 nmi then at least 1.0 nmi for distances 
of 100 nmi or TTY3re. 

NOTE: Information should be provided to the flight crew to prevent the desig- 
nation of waypoints by a sequence of bearings and distances (i.e., the reference 
position for a wypoint designated by bearing and distance should be designated 

-by latitude and longitude). 

(iii) A display of active waypoint identification (not necessarily 
waypoint position) used to define the navigation track being flown. 

NOTE: Only systems which define the desired navigation track in tenors of its 
endpoints can be used to navigate on published airways due to changes in 
mgnetic variation after the commissioning of the ground facility. 
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